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DUELING CHRISTMAS 
The Apostle John versus the Human Condition 

By Janis E. Saarela 
 
SYNOPSIS:  This production is easy to present. Each character has only a 
small number of lines, and many of the roles may be played by males or 
females. A know-it-all narrator, in an attempt to tell the story of Christmas, 
finds herself in a dueling exchange with biblical great John the apostle. Both 
speakers have much to say, as they watch the misbehavior of townspeople in 
Bethlehem: a grouch and his milquetoast wife, arrogant Pharisees, a colorful 
(but dishonest) junk lady. The boss at the Bethlehem Basket Company has 
heard rumors about a birth at a nearby stable, and he blocks the windows to 
keep his employees from gawking. One man’s discussing of his wealth 
prompts a robbery attempt at the Bethlehem Inn—hilariously foiled by the 
town goof-offs! The two speakers are well-versed on the facts, and equally 
concerned about the human condition in the land. But John, one of the twelve, 
personally witnessed the ministry and the resurrection of the Savior. The 
eyewitness trumps every time. The audience, though initially drawn to the 
humor, will come away with a new grasp of the majesty and redemptive power 
of Jesus. 
 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(5 female, 8 male, 4 either) 

 
ANGEL (f/m) .................................. The biblical being chosen by God to 

announce the Savior’s birth.  (1 line) 
NARRATOR (f/m) ......................... A speaker who is effective and 

knowledgeable, but somewhat of a know-
it-all.  (32 lines) 

JOHN (m)........................................ One of Christ’s twelve apostles. A 
dynamic spokesman who is out to 
convince the world that the promised 
Redeemer had come.  (32 lines) 

REUBEN (m) .................................. A man who is sour on life and nasty to 
everyone, especially his spouse.   
(12 lines) 

DOLITA (f) ..................................... Reuben’s milquetoast wife.  (5 lines) 
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PHARISEE (m) ............................... A holier-than-thou type who brags about 
his good works and forces his beliefs on 
others.  (5 lines) 

GRANDSON (m) ............................ The apple doesn’t fall far from his 
Pharisee grandpa’s tree.  (4 lines) 

JOKIM (f) ....................................... A conniving junk lady who collects/steals 
and then resells a conglomeration of 
mostly-worthless merchandise. She 
annoys everyone with her false claims 
and chatter.  (12 lines) 

JOZABAD I (f/m) ........................... Dim-witted, tend to bicker with their 
sibling, and slack off from their duties at 
the Bethlehem Basket Company. The pair 
surprise even themselves when they 
happen upon a burglary at a nearby inn.  
(20 lines) 

JOZABAD II (f/m).......................... Dim-witted, tend to bicker with their 
sibling, and slack off from their duties at 
the Bethlehem Basket Company. The pair 
surprise even themselves when they 
happen upon a burglary at a nearby inn.  
(22 lines) 

LEAH (f) ......................................... A coworker of the Jozabads who likes to 
nag others about following the rules at 
work and to acknowledge the arrival of 
the Savior. In the end, Leah failed to 
follow her own advice.  (14 lines) 

BOSS LEVI (m) .............................. Owner/manager of the Bethlehem Basket 
Company who only cares about profit and 
productivity.  (8 lines) 

FISHERWOMAN (f) ...................... Her appearance and lifestyle showcases 
the plight of the Bethlehem have-nots.  
(Non-Speaking.) 

ELIEZAR (m) ................................. A rich man who is obsessed by wealth.  (5 
lines) 

WIFE (f) .......................................... A spouse whose demands contribute to 
Eliezar’s selfishness.  (3 lines) 
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4 DUELING CHRISTMAS  

ERASTUS (m) ................................ A thug who, though he recognizes the 
error of his ways, continues to plunder 
and steal every chance he gets.  (8 lines) 

STEPHAN (m) ................................ Erastus’ partner in crime who is probably 
more ruthless than her counterpart.  (8 
lines) 

 
(ALL LINE COUNTS ARE APPROXIMATE) 

 
DURATION:  45 minutes 
 

SYNOPSIS BY SCENE 
 
SCENE l: The aged apostle John voices loud objection when a narrator 
begins the story of Christmas without reference to Christ’s divinity. 
Arguments ensue. 
 
SCENE 2: The two speakers get a look at the misbehavior of various 
characters living in the little town of Bethlehem. The narrator defines it all as 
“a sampling of the human condition.”  
 
SCENE 3: The shenanigans at the Bethlehem Basket Company are in 
full swing. Leah tries to convince Boss Levi that there may be some merit to 
the rumors she has heard of the Savior’s birth. 
  
SCENE 4: Local thugs, after overhearing a conversation between a rich 
man and his wife, make plans to burglarize the Bethlehem Inn, but the attempt 
is foiled by siblings Jozabad and Jozabad. The Narrator and John acknowledge 
the struggles of persons living in the Promised Land at the time of Christ. 
 
SCENE 5: The narrator makes a concession: the apostle John had 
firsthand knowledge about the earthly life of Christ, so he is better qualified 
to complete the story of Christmas. All characters except the lowly 
Fisherwoman question the relevance of the resurrected Savior. John’s final 
words, based on evidence he had personally experienced, reveal the real 
meaning of Christmas.  
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PRODUCTION NOTES 
 
LIGHTS AND SOUND: 
No sound effects. Lighting is optional:  it may be used to provide effect or 
separation—or it can be used not at all. 
 
SET: 
Two podiums are needed: one at Downstage Left for the Narrator, and the 
other at Downstage Right for John. A stool or chair may be placed there for 
John, as if he must sit because he is elderly. Otherwise, the stage area should 
be void of furniture, except for a rectangular table and one chair in Scene 2 
and that same rectangular table and two additional chairs in Scene 3. 
A stand-up wall or flat is at Center Stage. Attachments to the flat change scene 
by scene: 
 SCENE 1:  One simple garland or wreath. 
 SCENE 2:  A cardboard peasant window with shutters and a flower 

box with artificial flowers and greenery.  
 SCENE 3:  A sign saying “Bethlehem Basket Company.” 
 SCENE 4:  A sign saying “Bethlehem Luxury Inn.” 
 SCENE 5:  A sign saying “33 Years Later” and a large drawing of the 

adult Jesus (optional). 
 
COSTUMES: 
The Angel wears a golden gown and optional crown, with wide golden wings 
which (via strong dowel sticks) can be lifted, then dramatically flapped from 
side to side. The Narrator wears modern clothing. In Scene 3, matching fabric 
should be used to make Leah’s tunic, Boss Levi’s tunic, and three matching 
“safety helmets.”  Jozabad I and Jozabad II also wear matching outfits 
(different fabric than that of Leah and Boss Levi), each with a large initial “J.” 
All others appear in traditional biblical robes, headpieces, sandals, etc. 
Clothing of the Fisherwoman should be extremely tattered and worn. An 
assortment of junk is attached to Jokim’s tunic; the best/most striking 
costumes are worn by Eliezar and Wife to indicate their wealth. The face and 
hair of the apostle John should be made up to indicate that he is aged and worn. 
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6 DUELING CHRISTMAS  

MUSIC: 
One or two soloists may sing the two songs included, “O Holy Night” and “O 
Little Town of Bethlehem” (both available in hymnals and in compilations of 
Christmas songs). 
 
SCRIPTURE: 
Unless otherwise marked, all Scripture is taken from the Revised Standard 
Version of the Bible, copyright 1952 [2nd edition, 1971] by the Division of 
Christian Education of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the 
United States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved. 
 
Scripture quotations marked (NLT) are taken from the Holy Bible, New 
Living Translation, copyright ©1996, 2004, 2007, 2013, 2015 by Tyndale 
House Foundation. Used by permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., 
Carol Stream, Illinois 60188. All rights reserved.  Scripture quotations marked 
(KJV) are taken from the King James Version. 
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PROPS 
 

SCENE 2: 
 a broom and dust pan 
 a robe 
 a pitcher 
 a plate full of pancakes 
 a Pharisee book of rules (large book, such as a dictionary, with a 

fake cover) 
 an assortment of “junk” (cans, bottles, pans, baskets, 

unusual/useless items from a thrift store) 
 a greasy cloth bag 
 a quill and paper 

 
SCENE 3: 

 straw and partially completed baskets 
 a wrapped dessert-type bar 

 
SCENE 4: 

 a scroll 
 a fishing pole and torn net 
 long and wiggly plastic or gummy worms 
 small loaf of bread 
 two large gunny sack type bags 
 two black face masks 
 a small basket with a handle 
 a small step ladder 

 
SCENE 5: 

 papers (notes) 
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SCENE 1 1 
 2 
AT START:  As the play opens, a majestic ANGEL stands 3 
motionless on a platform at one side of the stage. A flat adorned 4 
with a singular garland or wreath is at Center Stage. Momentarily a 5 
vocalist describes what has just happened in the town of 6 
Bethlehem. 7 
 8 
SONG: “O Holy Night”.  As the song continues, the ANGEL slowly 9 
raises long golden wings and when fully extended, flaps them slowly 10 
from side to side. As the song concludes, the ANGEL steps forward 11 
to make an announcement. 12 
 13 
ANGEL:  Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of a great 14 

joy which will come to all the people; for to you is born this day 15 
in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this will 16 
be a sign for you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling 17 
cloths and lying in a manger (Luke 2:10-12). 18 

 19 
The ANGEL bows her head and clasps her hands as if in prayer, 20 
then slowly exits Stage Left. The NARRATOR takes her place at 21 
the podium at Downstage Left. 22 
 23 
NARRATOR:  Ladies and gentlemen, I now present to you the birth 24 

of little baby Jesus as it took place two thousand years ago in 25 
the little town of Bethlehem. It happened in a stable—a place 26 
where cows and sheep stay. The Baby lies in a makeshift 27 
manger—a feed trough, perhaps. The stable is cold inside, and 28 
the Baby’s father has covered him with a warm woolen robe. 29 

 30 
 Let me tell you a little about his parents. Mary, his mother, was 31 

a devout Jew, probably still in her teens. Joseph, his father, was 32 
a carpenter and a descendant of King David. And it was for this 33 
reason that the couple traveled to Bethlehem. Caesar Augustus 34 
ordered that a census be taken, and all had to be enrolled in their 35 
ancestral city. David was born in Bethlehem, so it was required 36 
that Joseph and his family be counted in Bethlehem. 37 

 38 
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NARRATOR:  (Continued.) Traveling by day and sleeping in tents 1 
by night, with provisions loaded on the back of a donkey—it 2 
probably took Joseph and Mary almost a week to walk the ninety 3 
miles from Nazareth to Bethlehem. And when they arrived, there 4 
was no available lodging. Not at the inn. Not in a private home. 5 
Not anywhere. 6 

 7 
 Mary was pregnant and about to give birth. A peasant took pity 8 

on the couple and let them stay in his stable. He gave them straw 9 
for bedding and a lamp filled with oil— 10 

 11 
The NARRATOR is interrupted by the sudden appearance of 12 
JOHN, an elderly man with long hair and a bent figure who emerges 13 
from the rear, crying out as he makes his way to the stage. 14 
 15 
JOHN:  (Angrily shaking one hand upward.)  What kind of a report 16 

is this? Trivia! Minutiae! Get to the crux of the matter. Tell the 17 
people that the Baby is divine—the Son of the living God! Tell 18 
them Mary was a virgin.  Tell them of God’s message to her, that 19 
she would give birth to the Messiah. Tell them it’s a fulfillment of 20 
prophecy. Tell them that in the very beginning was the Word, or 21 
Jesus—and he was with God, and he was God (John 1:1, 22 
paraphrased.). Tell them the Word became flesh when Jesus 23 
was born. 24 

NARRATOR:  Excuse me? And just who are you? 25 
JOHN:  I am John, a fisherman, the son of Zebedee. I was there 26 

thirty years after that first Christmas, and I became an apostle of 27 
the Lord Jesus. I followed him faithfully for three years. I was 28 
there. I was a witness to it all! 29 

NARRATOR:  Excuse me, but I know a little bit about the Bible 30 
myself, you know, and it’s a fact that Christmas is described in 31 
the books of Matthew and Luke. Not Mark—and certainly not 32 
John! 33 

JOHN:  I wrote as God told me to write. We all did. 34 
NARRATOR:  (With disdain.) OK, so you did. But the topic here is 35 

Christmas. (With emphasis.) And since Christmas does not 36 
seem to be your area of expertise—at least not in Scripture—37 
you can just shuffle off and let me tell the story. 38 
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 1 
An irritated JOHN slowly makes his way to the podium and chair at 2 
Downstage Right. A script may be placed on the podium to minimize 3 
the number of lines JOHN has to memorize. He sits down and 4 
begins to observe what is happening around him. 5 
 6 
NARRATOR:  Now where were we? Oh, yes. There is something 7 

very, very ironic that I want to point out about that first Christmas. 8 
It is this: the typical villager on the streets of Bethlehem had no 9 
idea what was going on. 10 

JOHN:  (Standing up as if inspired.) That’s true. They didn’t. But the 11 
prophets told them a Savior would be coming— 12 

NARRATOR:  What did I just tell you! Stop already. Zip it! 13 
JOHN:  Humph! Humph! (In an obvious huff, JOHN turns his back 14 

on the audience.) 15 
NARRATOR:  (Flustered.) Oh, if I could just keep my train of 16 

thought here. Oh, yes. About three hundred people lived in 17 
Bethlehem, but because of the census, the town was jammed 18 
with people. There were Roman soldiers; wealthy Jews from 19 
Egypt, Greece, and Rome; peasants and craftsman; merchants 20 
hawking their wares. (Slowly.) And little did they know. 21 
(Emphasizing.) Little did they know! 22 

 23 
 24 

SCENE 2 25 
 26 

SONG:  “O Little Town of Bethlehem” 27 
 28 
As the scene opens, the soloist begins to sing. A stagehand 29 
removes the wreath from the flat. In its place he hangs a cardboard 30 
window with shutters and a flower box, placing artificial flowers 31 
and/or greenery in the box. Next, a small rectangular table and one 32 
chair are placed in front of the flat. The song does not conclude until 33 
the set conversion is complete. 34 
 35 
REUBEN:  (Enters from behind the flat. He yawns and stretches as 36 

though he has just awakened, then looks to the ground.) Do-lee-37 
ta! 38 
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 1 
From behind the flat, DOLITA hurries to his side. 2 
 3 
REUBEN:  (Continued.) This step is full of sand. Get the broom and 4 

sweep it up. 5 
DOLITA:  Yes, dear. 6 
 7 
She walks inside and promptly returns with a broom. DOLITA 8 
sweeps for a time, looks downward to inspect the job, and then 9 
returns indoors. REUBEN, who is never happy about anything, 10 
frowns. 11 
 12 
REUBEN:  Do-lee-ta! 13 
 14 
DOLITA returns to the table. 15 
 16 
DOLITA:  Yes, dear? 17 
REUBEN:  It’s really chilly this morning. Fetch me my robe! 18 
DOLITA:  Yes, dear. 19 
 20 
She scurries inside and returns with a robe. She dutifully helps 21 
REUBEN put it on and then exits. 22 
 23 
REUBEN:  Do-lee-ta! 24 
 25 
DOLITA is soon at his side, this time beginning to show a bit of 26 
annoyance. 27 
 28 
REUBEN:  Well, I’m hungry! Shouldn’t breakfast be ready by now? 29 
DOLITA:  Yes, dear. 30 
 31 
She hurries inside and promptly returns with a plate of pancakes 32 
and pitcher of syrup. REUBEN begins to eat. JOHN stands up and 33 
by facial expression and uplifted hands, displays great displeasure 34 
at the actions of REUBEN. He is interrupted by PHARISEE carrying 35 
his rule book and GRANDSON, who now walk forward from the 36 
rear. As they reach REUBEN’s home, GRANDSON stops abruptly. 37 
 38 
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GRANDSON:  Grandpa—that man over there. Just look at him eat. 1 
And I’m pretty sure I saw his wife sweeping the porch. 2 

PHARISEE:  I have taught you well, my grandson. We’ll just see 3 
about this. 4 

 5 
PHARISEE and GRANDSON approach REUBEN, who looks up but 6 
appears disinterested. 7 
 8 
 Sir, we saw you eating pancakes. (Opens rule book.) Take note 9 

of Pharisee Rule Number 22-43: “On the Sabbath, it is unlawful 10 
to kindle a fire.”  And without a fire, one cannot possibly make 11 
pancakes! (With a scowl.) And then there’s this matter of dirt 12 
removal. Same thing! Dirt removal is strictly prohibited on the 13 
Sabbath. (Turns a few pages and points.) Check it out. Pharisee 14 
Rule Number 44-6. 15 

REUBEN:  Aaaghh! Get out of here! 16 
GRANDSON:  Sir, we must advise you that unless you follow all 17 

these rules, you will never be able to please God. 18 
 19 
PHARISEE and GRANDSON walk away. 20 
 21 
 What a low-lifer that guy is. We sure are better than him, huh, 22 

Grandpa? 23 
 24 
PHARISEE does not answer. 25 
 26 
 Where are we going now, Grandpa? 27 
PHARISEE:  We are going to the temple, to give our offering. 28 
GRANDSON:  Right! So everyone can see how generous we are. 29 

And then what are we going to do? 30 
PHARISEE:  Then we’ll stand on the temple stairs and pray for a 31 

few hours. 32 
GRANDSON:  Right! So everyone will see how religious we are. 33 
PHARISEE:  And soooo favored by God. How could he possibly 34 

fault us when we follow his every rule? 35 
 36 
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Just then JOKIM, the peddler, enters from the rear. She is laden 1 
down with pots and pans, baskets, and various cans and bottles, 2 
and they clank together as she walks. 3 
 4 
JOKIM:  (In a singsong voice.) Step right up, folks! Fresh olives. 5 

Barley for your stew. Ointment for what ails you. You need it, I 6 
got it! Step right up, folks! 7 

 8 
As she makes her way to Center Stage, Jokim pitches particular 9 
items to individuals in the audience if desired. PHARISEE and his 10 
GRANDSON both hold their noses and quickly exit Stage Right. 11 
JOKIM then turns to REUBEN who, with disdain, slowly circles 12 
around JOKIM to get a better look at his wares. REUBEN taps a 13 
pan or two with his forefinger. 14 
 15 
REUBEN:  OK. Let me see what you got here! 16 
 17 
REUBEN scoffs as he either points to or picks up an item JOKIM 18 
has for sale. JOKIM, in response, launches into an ad lib sales pitch, 19 
and each time REUBEN either makes an unkind remark or a face 20 
to show his displeasure. 21 
 22 
 What a bunch of junk! And if I may ask—what is that? (He points 23 

to an oily brown bag that JOKIM carries on his belt.) 24 
JOKIM:  None of your business. 25 
REUBEN:  It looks so—so unsanitary! 26 
JOKIM:  (Indignantly.) It is not! 27 
REUBEN:  I wanna know what it is! 28 
JOKIM:  (Sighs.) OK, if you must know—this is a fine collection of 29 

food scraps. You know—pre-owned food. Leftovers. I find them 30 
everywhere! At the inn. Out behind the market. In Dumpsters. 31 
Lots of places! (Pointing to the bag.) Doesn’t take long, and soon 32 
I have a nice big sack lunch! Sell quite a few of these, actually. 33 

REUBEN:  Ugh! Disgusting. (Turning to the rear.) Do-lee-ta! What’s 34 
with the toast? It’s cold. 35 

 36 
DOLITA comes forward. 37 
 38 
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JOKIM:  (Turning her attention to DOLITA.) Oh! And what can I get 1 
for the lady today? Some jewelry? Lace? Some fancy feathers, 2 
perhaps? I have lots of things to make that drab outfit look really, 3 
really stylish. 4 

 5 
DOLITA’S face lights up. REUBEN scowls at both JOKIM and 6 
DOLITA. The smile on DOLITA’s face quickly disappears, and she 7 
scurries away. 8 
 9 
REUBEN:  That’s it! You get out of here! 10 
 11 
With a pointed finger, REUBEN rudely motions for JOKIM to leave, 12 
then exits behind the flat. JOKIM (after REUBEN has left) looks from 13 
side to side, tiptoes to REUBEN’s table, and stashes the pitcher into 14 
his bag. 15 
 16 
JOKIM:  That old goat! Guess I’ll show him! (Hesitates, then 17 

decides to steal the pancakes as well.) These would sell like—18 
well, hotcakes! (She laughs spitefully and exits Stage Right.) 19 

NARRATOR:  Oh, my. This seems to be a little sampling of the 20 
human condition right here in the little town of Bethlehem. 21 

JOHN:  (Speaking slowly and with feeling as he writes.) For God 22 
sent the Son into the world, not to condemn the world, but that 23 
the world might be saved through him (John 3:17.) 24 

 25 
 26 

SCENE 3 27 
 28 
A stagehand removes the cardboard window and attaches to the 29 
flat a new sign saying “Bethlehem Basket Company.” He also 30 
places two additional chairs at the table, as well as a stack of 31 
baskets on top. JOZABAD I and JOZABAD II enter from the rear. 32 
They go to their work station, then clumsily take out bundles of 33 
straw, as if to prepare for their work. LEAH, wearing a helmet-type 34 
hat and matching tunic, enters from Stage Right. JOZABAD I and 35 
JOZABAD II stare at her. 36 
 37 
JOZABAD I:  (Pointing to LEAH’S hat and clothing.) Seriously? 38 
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JOZABAD II:  Who are you?  1 
LEAH:  (Obviously upset by the greeting she has been given.) I’m 2 

Leah. I just started here.  3 
JOZABAD II:  What’s with the getup? 4 
LEAH:  The getup? I found this in the employment manual. It says 5 

there’s a dress code and company colors. 6 
JOZABAD II:  Well, I’m Jozabad, and this is my other sibling, 7 

Jozabad—and we ignore the dress code. 8 
 9 
JOZABAD I and II give the audience silly grins. 10 
 11 
JOZABAD I:  Yeah! We like to work in style. 12 
 13 
JOZABAD I and II nod their heads and grin broadly. 14 
 15 
LEAH:  (Rolls her eyes, then takes her place at the work table.) 16 

Well, let me ask you this, Jozabad (She looks at JOZABAD I.) 17 
and Jozabad. (She turns to JOZABAD II.) Is there anything I 18 
should know about working here? 19 

JOZABAD II:  (With authority.) Yeah! Boss Levi gets really mad 20 
when you’re late. And he’s really big on company image. So you 21 
need to have a pretty good vo-cav-ilary! 22 

LEAH:  You mean vocabulary. 23 
JOZABAD II:  That’s what I said. Vo-cav-ilary! (Pause.) So Leah, 24 

you gotta act really pro- fessional. Like me and Jozabad here. 25 
(The two cast a wide, foolish grin.) 26 

JOZABAD I:  Hey, we gotta quit talkin’. Boss Levi is gonna be here 27 
any minute, and he doesn’t like talkin’. Just workin’. 28 

JOZABAD II:  Know what else he doesn’t like? 29 
LEAH:  No. What? 30 
JOZABAD II:  He doesn’t like gawking. (He points.) He’s been 31 

yelling at us for staring out the window at that stable over there. 32 
LEAH:  (Her eyes open wide.) Well, yeah! There’s a big rumor going 33 

around town that three really important men came from afar, and 34 
they brought really expensive gifts for a baby. Can you believe 35 
it? A baby born in a barn? 36 

JOZABAD I:  Shhhh! Here he comes! 37 
 38 
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BOSS LEVI, who wears the same outfit as LEAH, enters from the 1 
rear. 2 
 3 
LEAH:  (With a gasp.) Oh, look! What did I tell you? Company 4 

colors! 5 
 6 
JOZABAD I and II glare. BOSS LEVI ignores them all. 7 
 8 
BOSS LEVI:  Faster! Faster! More baskets! More baskets! 9 
 10 
LEAH and JOZABAD I and II attempt to look busy. 11 
 12 
LEAH, JOZABAD I, and JOZABAD II:  (Ad lib.) Yes, sir! Right 13 

away, sir! 14 
BOSS LEVI:  (With an abrupt stop.) And what is this? No safety 15 

helmets? 16 
 17 
LEAH smiles smugly. JOZABAD I and II make a face to indicate 18 
their dislike for the helmets. 19 
 20 
 Get ‘em on! Right now. This minute! 21 
 22 
JOZABAD I and II stop frowning, reluctantly reach under the table, 23 
and sheepishly place the company helmet on their heads. 24 
 25 
LEAH:  I told you so! 26 
 27 
JOZABAD I and II give her a dirty look. BOSS LEVI walks to the 28 
table and begins to inspect the work being done. He stops abruptly 29 
at the table of JOZABAD II. 30 
 31 
BOSS LEVI:  Now, then. Tell me, Jozabad—what is our motto 32 

here? What is this company all about? 33 
JOZABAD II:  Yes, sir. Our motto, sir. Well, uh… that would be, 34 

uh… 35 
JOZABAD I:  (In a whisper.) Quality. 36 
JOZABAD II:  What? 37 
JOZABAD I:  (Louder.) Qual-i-ty! Quality control. 38 
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JOZABAD II:  (Looking straight at BOSS LEVI.) Quality, sir. Quality. 1 
BOSS LEVI:  That’s right. Quality. I expect quality. And 2 

performance. Therefore, I have blocked all the windows here at 3 
the basket company. So—from now on, there will be no more 4 
staring at that stable. (Sternly.) And I don’t want to hear any talk 5 
about it, either. Is that clear? (Pause.) Are there any questions? 6 

LEAH:  Well, sir, it does seem like something is happening over 7 
there. 8 

 9 
JOZABAD I, with wide eyes, motions for LEAH to keep quiet. 10 
 11 
 I mean, there’s this star. It doesn’t seem to matter if it’s day or 12 

night. It just hovers in the same spot right over the stable. And 13 
have you noticed how bright it is? 14 

BOSS LEVI:  (Sternly.) Leah! 15 
LEAH:  (Beginning to show a little fear.) And those three men! 16 

Highly unusual! 17 
BOSS LEVI:  What are you saying, Leah? 18 
LEAH:  It’s not what I’m saying, it’s what they’re saying. They’re 19 

saying that little baby— is the Savior. 20 
BOSS LEVI:  Leah! Really? The rumors you have heard are 21 

ridiculous. The Savior— when finally he comes—will be powerful 22 
and mighty—ruler of the Roman empire. (Pause and with 23 
contempt.) You really think… (With frustration.) Just get back to 24 
work. All of you! Now! 25 

 26 
BOSS LEVI exits to the rear. JOZABAD I and JOZABAD II dutifully 27 
return to work. LEAH slumps down on the work table, as though 28 
greatly deflated. JOZABAD II looks around to be certain that BOSS 29 
LEVI is gone, then reaches under the table for his lunch bag. He 30 
pulls out a small dessert-type bar and unwraps it with great fanfare. 31 
JOZABAD I watches him for a time before he reacts. 32 
 33 
JOZABAD I:  (Angrily.) There! It happened again. Mom gave you a 34 

snack! 35 
JOZABAD II:  So? 36 
JOZABAD I:  (With a pout.) She never gives me a snack. 37 
JOZABAD II:  Maybe I’m nicer. Ever think of that? 38 
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JOZABAD I:  I knew it! I knew it! You think Mom likes you better. 1 
JOZABAD II:  I do not. 2 
JOZABAD I:  You do so! 3 
JOZABAD II:  I do not! 4 
JOZABAD I:  You do so! 5 
 6 
JOZABAD I and JOZABAD II both fold their arms and angrily stare 7 
straight ahead. 8 
 9 
LEAH:  (With indignation and concern.) Who cares? It could be that 10 

the Savior has been born right in this very city, and you’re 11 
worried about a stupid fig bar! What’s the matter with you two? 12 
What’s the matter with all the people in this town? (LEAH, 13 
obviously distressed, exits Stage Right.) 14 

JOHN:  (Stands and slowly speaks.) He was in the world, and the 15 
world was made through him, yet the world knew him not.  He 16 
came to his own home, and his own people received him not 17 
(John 1:10-11). (After a pause and with a sigh.) It is to fulfill the 18 
word that is written in their law, ‘They hated me without a cause’ 19 
(John 15:25). (JOHN hangs his head with sadness.) 20 

 21 
 22 

SCENE 4 23 
 24 
A stagehand removes the table and chairs, baskets, and sign, and 25 
puts into place a new sign saying, “Bethlehem Luxury Inn.” An old 26 
FISHERWOMAN enters from the rear. She is dressed in tattered 27 
clothing, and she carries a long pole and fishing net which are 28 
obviously in need of repair. She stops at the edge of stage, throws 29 
down her pole and net, and brings from her pouch a number of 30 
worms. She holds them up for inspection and grins with delight, in 31 
anticipation that they will make good bait. Then, from the very same 32 
pouch, she pulls out a small loaf of bread and takes a small bite. 33 
After a time, FISHERWOMAN picks up/examines her net and 34 
quickly discovers that the netting is torn. FISHERWOMAN puts her 35 
hand through the hole (as if to gauge amount of damage), then 36 
sighs in despair. She begins to shiver and pulls her tattered coat 37 
tighter. FISHERWOMAN begins a slow exit at Stage Left. 38 
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 1 
JOHN:  (Stands and dramatically addresses the FISHERWOMAN.) 2 

Hey, you! Fisherwoman! (With emotion.) Why so down? Why the 3 
woeful look on your face? The Lord has come to earth for you. 4 
Be glad! 5 

 6 
She listens briefly but then, with fright, scurries away. 7 
 8 
NARRATOR:  (Slowly and with feeling.) John, John, John. Aren’t 9 

you being a little unrealistic? I mean, she might hear about the 10 
Baby, and maybe even see him. But she won’t understand. You 11 
can’t expect her to know the Savior—not like you do.  12 

JOHN:  No, I don’t suppose. 13 
NARRATOR:  (Brief pause.)  I understand you saw some of his 14 

miracles. 15 
JOHN:  (Loudly.) Some of his miracles? I saw most all of his 16 

miracles! (With emotion, pausing briefly between each 17 
remembrance.) He cured the sick. And the lame. And the blind. 18 
He even raised people from the dead! (Even louder.) One day I 19 
saw him multiply baskets of bread and fish. He could calm the 20 
sea and walk on water! 21 

NARRATOR:  OK, I get it!  22 
JOHN:  No, I don’t think you do. What we’re talking about here is 23 

power. Victory. Life! 24 
 25 
He and the NARRATOR wordlessly stare at each other.  Suddenly 26 
ELIEZAR and his WIFE emerge from the rear. JOHN reluctantly sits 27 
down. 28 
 29 
ELIEZAR:  Come along, dear. 30 
 31 
WIFE follows him out into the street. 32 
 33 
 My, that was a fine breakfast. Great biscuits, with all that honey. 34 
 35 
WIFE:  (With contempt.) Biscuits don’t make it better! 36 
 37 
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ELIEZAR:  I know, dear. You don’t want to be here. And I keep 1 
telling you, we have to be here for the census. (Unrolls scroll.) 2 
Hey, I have some good news today. Spring wheat is up today—3 
by a full point. Olive oil is down a fraction, though. 4 

 5 
WIFE, who is obviously unimpressed, begins to pout. 6 
 7 
 Don’t be like that, sweetie. I’m taking you shopping, aren’t I? And 8 

how shall I indulge you this time? 9 
 10 
ERASTUS and STEPHAN, each carrying a large gunny-sack type 11 
bag, enter from the rear and pay obvious attention to the words of 12 
the wealthy ELIEZAR and WIFE. 13 
 14 
WIFE:  Purple! I’m going to buy myself a gown of purple, with a long, 15 

flowing skirt. (Snootily.) And I want new sandals. And I want 16 
jewelry. And I want a new riding outfit. And I want a travel bag. 17 
And I want— 18 

 19 
ELIEZAR:  And you shall have them all, my dear. (Looking up and 20 

down the street.) I don’t see many shops. 21 
 22 
WIFE pouts even more. 23 
 24 
WIFE:  (With sudden concern.) Eliezar! The money bag! It’s still in 25 

our room. Shouldn’t we go back and get it? 26 
 27 
ERASTUS and STEPHAN, by facial expression, are highly attentive 28 
to this information that has just been revealed. 29 
 30 
ELIEZAR:  No, I have money with me. 31 
 32 
ERASTUS AND STEPHAN wait for ELIEZAR and WIFE to leave 33 
Stage Right, then creep in a suspicious manner to Center Stage. 34 
Erastus pulls from his bag two black masks. He hands one to 35 
Stephan, and both place masks over their faces. 36 
 37 
ERASTUS:  Ooooh… how rich that man must be. 38 
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STEPHAN:  Not for long! 1 
 2 
ERASTUS and STEPHAN chuckle nastily. Just then JOKIM 3 
saunters in from Stage Right, causing ERASTUS and STEPHAN to 4 
stop in their tracks. 5 
 6 
JOKIM:  Hey, I’m Jokim, always looking for a good trade. Whatcha 7 

got in those bags? 8 
STEPHAN:  (Nervously.) There’s nothin’ in our bags. See? (He 9 

holds open the bag for JOKIM to see.) 10 
JOKIM:  Well, let’s put it another way. What do you intend to put in 11 

those bags? 12 
STEPHAN:  Well, uh, uh—ah, you tell him, Erastus. Tell him what 13 

we intend to put in these bags. 14 
ERASTUS:  Uh, well, uh, pests! Yeah, that’s it! Pests! We’re in pest 15 

control. We’re, uh, here to rid the city of pests! 16 
JOKIM:  (In a know-it-all tone of voice.) What do you take me for? 17 

There are no pests in Bethlehem! 18 
STEPHAN:  Well, uh, you tell him, Erastus. Tell him what kind of 19 

pests we’re here for. 20 
ERASTUS:  Uh, uh, well, um…. (Thinks for a second.) Craw-dats. 21 

That’s it! We’re here to catch craw-dats! 22 
 23 
STEPHAN and ERASTUS rapidly nod their heads in agreement. 24 
 25 
STEPHAN:  Pesky little critters, those craw-dats. Look kind of like 26 

a locust, only bigger. (He gives a measurement with his hands.) 27 
JOKIM:  Oh, yeah? How come the masks? 28 
ERASTUS:  Well, how will we ever catch them if they know it’s us? 29 
JOKIM:  Hmmmm. It sounds to me like you don’t know what you’re 30 

doing. That you have no plan. And I just happen to have in my 31 
bag here exactly what you need. (She pulls from her bag several 32 
of the pancakes previously stolen from REUBEN.) Pancakes! 33 
What critter could resist a sweet, delicious pancake? 34 

ERASTUS:  No! Go away! Get! 35 
 36 
Reluctantly JOKIM relents and exits Stage Right. 37 
 38 
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ERASTUS:  (Continued.) OK, she’s gone. Go look and see if 1 
anyone’s around. 2 

STEPHAN:  (Briefly inspects the exterior of the inn, then returns.) 3 
Don’t see anyone. But we gotta make sure no one’s inside. (He 4 
returns to the inn, this time peeking in the window.) Don’t see 5 
anyone. See some dishes. And some pretty fancy clothes. Now, 6 
where would that money be? 7 

ERASTUS:  I think we should get up on the roof and come in from 8 
the top. 9 

 10 
ERASTUS exits briefly and returns carrying a small step ladder. 11 
ERASTUS holds the ladder steady as STEPHAN climbs upward. 12 
Just as he gets near to the top, JOZABAD I and JOZABAD II enter 13 
from Stage Right and immediately spot ERASTUS and STEPHAN. 14 
 15 
JOZABAD I:  (Loudly and with great distress.) Help! Thieves! Help! 16 

Thieves! 17 
JOZABAD II:  Robbers! Robbers! 18 
 19 
He begins to hit ERASTUS with a small basket. 20 
 21 
JOZABAD I:  Stop, Jozabad! Stop! Get a grip.   22 
JOZABAD II:  (Breathlessly.) OK. I, uh, got carried away.  23 
 24 
JOZABAD II stops the “basket attack” and STEPHAN quickly comes 25 
down the ladder. He and ERASTUS, frozen in fear and not knowing 26 
what to do, grimace and huddle together. Their heads turn 27 
simultaneously from side to side as they listen to the conversation 28 
of JOZABAD I and II. 29 
 30 
JOZABAD I:  (With great distress.)  But—but—you’re right. We 31 

can’t let ‘em get away! 32 
JOZABAD II:  (With eyes open wide.) We can’t? 33 
JOZABAD I:  No, we can’t! I think we should tie ‘em up! 34 
JOZABAD II:  Tie ‘em up? How are we gonna do that?35 
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JOZABAD I:  I—I—I dunno. I dunno. (To himself.) Think, think, 1 
think! (Deep in thought and with both hands on his head, he 2 
begins to pace.) OK, how about this: one of us stays here to 3 
stand guard, and—and the other of us should go find some rope. 4 

JOZABAD II:  (With much fear and excitement.) Oh, oh! OK! OK! 5 
 6 
JOZABAD I and JOZABAD II flail their arms and run in circles in an 7 
obvious panic, all the while verbalizing their strategy. 8 
 9 
JOZABAD I:  OK. OK. I got it! You stay here. I’ll get the rope.  10 
JOZABAD II:  No! No! I’m scared. You stay here.  I’ll find rope. 11 
JOZABAD I:  OK. You stand guard. I’ll get the rope… (Etc.) 12 
 13 
Then, in total confusion, both rush Off-stage in opposite directions, 14 
bumping into each other as they go. ERASTUS and STEPHAN look 15 
at each other in disbelief. 16 
 17 
STEPHAN:  (In great distress.) Oooh! That was close! What if they 18 

tell the authorities? 19 
ERASTUS:  (In a sudden change of mood.) Hey, I’m a thief! 20 

(Pointing.) You’re a thief! Sooner or later we’re going to get it! If 21 
not from the authorities, from God! What hope do we have? 22 

 23 
STEPHAN shrugs. He and ERASTUS exit Stage Right. 24 
 25 
NARRATOR:  Ladies and gentlemen, I apologize. Never did I 26 

intend to represent Christmas in a manner such as this. I am 27 
soooo sorry. 28 

JOHN:  (He stands to speak.) No need to apologize. It’s reality! 29 
These were a proud and stubborn people. Life was pretty 30 
empty—and a real struggle. 31 

NARRATOR:  (Slowly and thoughtfully.) I do understand the 32 
history. The Jews were in the Promised Land, yet under Roman 33 
rule. And oppressively taxed. And there had been no contact 34 
from God—not for quite some time.  35 
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JOHN:  It is as you say.  (He pauses, then reflects with feeling.) But 1 
God didn’t abandon them. He promised them a Savior, and he 2 
kept that promise.  (With conviction.) Oh yes, he did! (JOHN exits 3 
Stage Right.) 4 

 5 
 6 

SCENE 5 7 
 8 
Stagehand removes the sign, then hangs on the flat a new sign that 9 
reads “33 Years Later” and a large drawing of the adult Jesus 10 
[optional]. 11 
 12 
NARRATOR:  Ladies and gentlemen, as you might have noticed, I 13 

have changed my mind about John. After all, it is kind of foolish 14 
to ignore the words of an eyewitness. And I’ve been doing a little 15 
research on him, so let me tell you what I learned. (Looking over 16 
some notes.) He’s quite ambitious—full of energy—not so 17 
tolerant at times. (Shuffling some pages.) In his gospel writings, 18 
John sometimes referred to himself as “the apostle Jesus loved,” 19 
and he was one of three to see the transfiguration. Imagine that! 20 
(With emphasis.) John saw Jesus with his entire body aglow in 21 
brilliant white—and he heard the very voice of God affirm his 22 
love for his Son. I need to get John back out here so we can ask 23 
him some questions. 24 

 25 
JOHN enters from Stage Right and, with a nod of his head, indicates 26 
he has heard the NARRATOR’s request. 27 
 28 
 I do appreciate your being here. And if you don’t mind, maybe 29 

you could answer some of my questions. 30 
JOHN:  I’ll try. 31 
NARRATOR:  OK. For starters, what more can you tell us about the 32 

little Baby Jesus? 33 
JOHN:  (Perturbed.) Stop it! Will you just stop it? 34 
NARRATOR:  (Visibly taken aback.) Stop it? Stop what? 35 
JOHN:  (Slowly and loudly.) Stop calling him “little baby Jesus”! 36 
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